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“Can you chat alone?” Su Yan smiled lightly.

Amelia Su did not respond, but looked at Dong Ju and the others faintly.

Dong Ju and the others were obviously taken aback, but when they thought it was Miss
Su’s family, the women still looked at each other, then slightly bowed and retired.

“Please come in.” Amelia Su asked gently and invited Su Yan into the room.

“Lvzhu, you are waiting outside the door.” Su Yan ordered.

Lu Zhu nodded, and stood at the door without making a sound.

Entering the house, Amelia Su invited Su Yan to sit down. After that, he poured a cup of
fragrant tea and handed it to Su Yan. Then he sat down slowly: “Miss Su, you and I do
not know each other, and Amelia Su is really puzzled, you What’s the

matter ?” Su Yan frowned slightly: “Actually…I don’t know what it is, but on the way here,
someone asked me to give something to Fang’s future young grandmother.”

Someone asked for it. Give something to yourself?

Amelia Su couldn’t help frowning and wondering.

She knew who she had in the Bafang World, as soon as she thought about it, it was
either the Fujia group or George Han.

But the people at Fujia didn’t know their whereabouts, even if they knew, so what? ! The
attitude of those people towards themselves, don’t say what gifts to give to themselves,
send a bell is almost the same.

Could it be George Han? !

However, based on her understanding of George Han, if he knew that he was here, he
would have killed him alone long ago, how would he give him a gift?

Is it possible that those two letters really hurt him so much that he gave him something,
such as a souvenir for the two to be together, to show his kindness to cut off his love?

Thinking of this, Amelia Su was extremely sad. Although she knew that the possibility
was very small, she quickly took the small box that Su Yan took out of her arms and
quickly opened it.



However, as soon as he opened the small box, Amelia Su was completely
dumbfounded.

This can’t be said to be different from what she had imagined, and it can even be said to
be completely irrelevant.

It was just a roll of yellow paper, with a special material. Amelia Su glanced at Su Yan
suspiciously, but Su Yan could only helplessly smile, because she had never opened
the box, and she didn’t know what was in the box. what.

“Dare to ask Miss Su, who entrusted this thing?” Amelia Su didn’t open it directly, and
asked softly.

Su Yan shook his head slightly: “I don’t know who he is. I only know that he is about a
hundred years old and his beard is full of white. Although he is only dressed in a
commoner, his body is very bright and he is not a mortal. He only asked me to The thing
is for you. As for what it is and what is so-called, Su Yan does not know what it is, and I
hope to forgive it.”

Upon hearing this, Amelia Su nodded and stopped asking more, but at the same time
knowing that it was not George Han, and There was some peace of mind and some loss
in my heart.

Then, Amelia Su gently took out the paper roll from the box, and then unwrapped the
string outside the paper roll, Amelia Su opened the paper.

call!

Suddenly, at the moment the paper was opened, a white powder suddenly sprayed out
of the paper, and the powder was scattered all around.

“Not good.” Su Yan’s eyes suddenly flashed, and the whole person subconsciously used
both hands to block, and hurriedly withdrew.

Amelia Su did the same over there, and hurried away.

However, no matter how fast the two of them are, they are not as thunderous as George
Han.

Su Yan is okay, she has a veil, so except for a little powder on her body, her face has
nothing to do with her. Amelia Su has already put her head off, but when she raises her
head, the white powder on her face is already gone. Stained a lot.

Su Yan frowned, raised her hand slightly before her nose and smelled it, and her face
was cold for a moment: “No root poison!” As

soon as the voice fell, she hurriedly looked at Amelia Su, looking at the white powder on
her face for a while, the whole person Completely dumbfounded.



“How could this happen?” Su Yan was completely dumbfounded and stayed in place.

Amelia Su also seemed to feel something abnormal in her body. She hurriedly looked at
Su Yan, her eyes full of vigilance and incomprehension. At the same time, the energy in
her hand was slightly lifted and she assumed a defensive posture.

What does Su Yan mean? !
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Su Yan wanted to take a step forward, but Amelia Su took a half step backwards, and at
the same time put her hand slightly on her body, obviously she would do it at any time.

“Miss Su, you misunderstood.” Su Yan hurriedly stood up, and at the same time stepped
back, leaving Amelia Su a safe distance, and then she explained in a panic: “I…I don’t
know that there will be… in this paper. There will be these things.”

“I’m sorry, I blamed me for not carefully checking you before.”

Thinking of this, Su Yan’s tears of guilt were rolling in her eyes. If she gave gifts to
others, she would not be like this. .

Amelia Su already felt that the internal organs were tumbling slightly, and her
uncomfortable energy made her feel a little staggered. However, even so, Amelia Su
was not in a hurry to call people, but a pair of good-looking eyes kept staring at Su Yan. .

“Huh!” Amelia Su finally put down her defenses and let out a sigh of relief, and the whole
person also leaned down on the table, barely supported by her arms.

Su Yan rushed up quickly, supported Amelia Su, and then led her to the bed. After she
lay down, with a slight movement in her hand, a burst of energy slowly penetrated into
Amelia Su’s body.

With Su Yan’s help and Amelia Su’s own resistance, Amelia Su’s situation improved
slightly in just a moment.

“Miss Su seems to know this poison?” Amelia Su’s complexion was not very good, but
after the adjustment of the two together, she barely recovered a lot.

Su Yan nodded, but the look in Amelia Su’s eyes became even more guilty.

“I’m sorry, Miss Su, if it weren’t for me to bring you this thing, you wouldn’t…no…” As
she said, a tear fell slightly along the corner of her beautiful eye.

Amelia Su chuckled softly and shook her head difficultly: “I believe you also didn’t know,
and you don’t know whether you are innocent, Miss Su must blame herself.”



“Besides, you also know that I am in the Fang family. If it is poisonous, the Fang family
has its own antidote.”

Amelia Su actually doesn’t care about the antidote anymore. Now that she is in such a
situation, she doesn’t care about her life or death. , It’s just that Su Yan is not willing to
be too guilty, so that’s the case.

But obviously, hearing Amelia Su’s words, Su Yan’s face not only didn’t relax at all, but
became even more guilty, and her little head was so low that she didn’t dare to look at
Amelia Su again. Amelia Su is more open-minded, the more uncomfortable she is,
because rootless poison may not be understood by others, but it is absolutely
impossible for Su Yan to not know.

The poison of the world, even if it is poisoned again, must have its roots, and if it has its
roots, it must have its source, and it can be healed if it is active.

But rootless poison is called rootless poison because it has no root at all, and naturally it
has no solution at all! !

“There is no way to deal with this poison.” Su Yan thought for a while, and forced her to
speak.

Then, Su Yan looked at Amelia Su with guilt. Amelia Su was visibly taken aback, with
mixed flavors on her face for a while.

Death, for her right now, may not be a relief, but it means that the difference from
George Han will be a farewell.

Although there is no difference between today’s scene and forever farewell, a thought
seems to be better than no thought.

But no more thoughts, is it really better than goodbye? !

Amelia Su was tangled in her heart, just like the expression on her face at this time.

However, she quickly smiled softly: “It’s okay,

if you can’t solve it, you won’t understand.” “If there is no root poison, this poison can
barely save your life if it is cold, but if the weather is hot, you will be in pain, how can you
explain it? Why don’t you understand it if you don’t?” Seeing Amelia Su so calmly, Su
Yan became anxious.

Amelia Su smiled bitterly, life is joyous, death is no fear, her face is very indifferent,
since you don’t know how to choose, let the heaven make the decision.

Whether it is life or death, it is a matter of destiny. As for the fate with George Han, if
there is an afterlife, it will depend on life and death, and only this life may be the only
way.



As Lu Ruoxin said, perhaps, for George Han, his own existence can only be a hindrance
after all.

Thinking of this, Amelia Su seemed to figure it out, and looked at Su Yan with a light
smile to show that she didn’t need to worry, let alone feel guilty.

“By the way, I know there is someone who can help you.” Su Yan suddenly remembered
something, her whole body suddenly became abnormally excited, and hints of surprise
appeared on her anxious face.

Amelia Su frowned slightly, not knowing who she was referring to, and couldn’t help but
wonder: “Who?”

“Ice God!”
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